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Abstract 
 

Currently, many of schemes for smart grid data aggregation are based on a one-level gateway 
(GW) topology. Since the data aggregation granularity in this topology is too single, the 
control center (CC) is unable to obtain more fine-grained data aggregation results for better 
monitoring smart grid. To improve this issue, Shen et al. propose an efficient 
privacy-preserving cube-data aggregation scheme in which the system model consists of 
two-level GW. However, a risk exists in their scheme that attacker could forge the signature by 
using leaked signing keys. In this paper, we propose a secure and fine-grained electricity 
consumption aggregation scheme for smart grid, which employs the homomorphic encryption 
to implement privacy-preserving aggregation of users’ electricity consumption in the 
two-level GW smart grid. In our scheme, CC can achieve a flexible electricity regulation by 
obtaining data aggregation results of various granularities. In addition, our scheme uses the 
forward-secure signature with backward-secure detection (FSBD) technique to ensure the 
forward-backward secrecy of the signing keys. Security analysis and experimental results 
demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve forward-backward security of user’s 
electricity consumption signature. Compared with related schemes, our scheme is more secure 
and efficient. 
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1. Introduction 

According to the survey, the cost of power outages is about 100 billion dollars in US 
traditional power systems each year [1]. The main reason is that the traditional power system 
lacks the efficient ability to implement diagnostics and self-healing. In the traditional 
paradigm of power system operations, the electricity is generated in power plants and 
delivered along the transmission systems to consumers in distribution systems, which lacks 
the two-way communication of information [2]. Since traditional power grid is inefficient and 
unreliable, it cannot meet the increasing electricity demand. Compared with traditional power 
grid, smart grid is one of cyber-physical systems. It may provide two-way electricity and 
information flow, which not only promotes the rational distribution of energy allocation but 
also achieves system monitoring and recovery [3]. The two-way interactive power supply of 
smart grid could realize the information exchange and the demand interaction between the 
users and the enterprise, which benefits both the alleviation of the energy crisis and 
environmental protection [4]. Referring to the overview of the entire smart grid infrastructure 
provided by National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) [5], the architecture of 
smart grid contains the following seven domains: generation, transmission, distribution, 
operation, electricity markets, service providers, and customers, as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. The architecture of smart grid based on the NIST framework. 

 
As we all know, the privacy preservation is a quite critical issue in the smart grid 

communications. User’s behavior can be easily inferred from the leakage of his electricity 
information. Thus, the security challenge in smart grid is how to better protect the user privacy. 
In recent years, many smart grid schemes on communication security have been proposed 
[6-12]. However, these research works for the smart grid are almost based on a one-level GW 
topology (i.e., only one GW exists between the CC and the home area networks (HANs)), 
which the GW only covers the HANs of one residential area (RA). Based on this model, the 
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system can only achieve the users’ electricity consumption aggregation of one RA so that the 
aggregation granularities of users’ electricity consumption are too single, which should lead to 
non-flexible electricity regulation. Shen et al. [8] introduce a privacy-preserving multilevel 
users’ data aggregation scheme that is the first scheme to propose a practical system model 
with two-level gateway topology. In their scheme, the residential area gateway (RAGW) 
achieves fine-grained users’ electricity consumption aggregation (i.e., residential area-level 
users’ electricity consumption aggregation); the district gateway (DGW) achieves 
coarse-grained users’ electricity consumption aggregation (i.e., district-level users’ electricity 
consumption aggregation). The CC in smart grid can better monitor and control smart grid by 
obtaining different region fine-grained data aggregation results. 

In addition, privacy-preserving data aggregation schemes also use the digital signature 
techniques to ensure the data integrity and authenticity [21-22]. The basic principle of digital 
signature is that signer signs the message with signing keys and verifier decrypts the message 
with public keys. However, the abovementioned schemes have a common drawback that the 
signing keys remain unchanged. Once the signing keys are exposed, an adversary can use the 
signing keys to forge the future message signature or decrypt any previous users’ sensitive 
information. To resist the above attacks, the forward-backward security technology should be 
considered in the smart grid. As far as we know, many researchers have proposed the schemes 
about forward-secure signature [7, 13-17]. Forward secrecy means that even if an adversary 
obtains the current time period’s key, he cannot get the message of prior period. Li et al. [7] 
propose an efficient privacy-preserving demand response scheme with adaptive key evolution. 
Specifically, their scheme adopts key evolution techniques to realize forward secrecy of users’ 
session keys and evolution of users’ private keys. However, they do not consider whether the 
keys leakage will affect the system future security. Unfortunately, the adversary could deduce 
the future secret keys in the light of the currently disclosed secret key. Although the security of 
the past secret keys can be guaranteed, the future secret keys could be compromised. That is to 
say, the adversary can forge the future signature message by compromising the future secret 
keys [18]. Therefore, the forward-backward secrecy should be considered to improve the 
security of the scheme. 

Based on the abovementioned issues, we propose a secure and fine-grained electricity 
consumption aggregation scheme in this paper. This work is a research on the privacy 
protection of multilevel GW topology of the smart grid, which adopts PSBD signature 
technology to improve the system security. Concretely, the contributions of this paper are 
twofold: 
 Firstly, inspired by the fact that many existing schemes are based on a one-level gateway 

topology, which is unable to achieve the flexibility of electricity regulation, we present the 
scheme that adopts the homomorphic encryption to realize users’ electricity consumption 
privacy-preserving aggregation in the framework of the smart grid with two-level gateway 
topology. The security analysis shows that the proposed scheme can ensure the 
confidentiality of user sensitive information in different areas and the flexibility of electricity 
regulation. 
 Secondly, considering the existing schemes could suffer from the risk of secret keys leakage, 

our scheme adopts the FSBD signature technique to achieve the forward-backward security 
of the signing keys. Compared with schemes [7-8], the proposed scheme can prevent the 
adversary who has the current time period’s key from obtaining user privacy of prior or 
posterior time period. In addition, our scheme is more reliable, efficient and practical. 
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present related works in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we introduce the system model, security model and design goal. In Section 4, we 
review the Paillier cryptosystem [6], the one-way hash chain [19] and FSBD signature [18]. 
Next, we propose the concrete scheme in Section 5, and security analysis in Section 6. The 
comparisons of different schemes and performance evaluation are provided in Section 7. 
Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 8. 

2. Related Work 
In the schemes of the smart grid, homomorphic encryption and data aggregation techniques 
are often adopted to deal with user’s electricity consumption. In [8], Shen et al. first propose a 
practical two-level GW model for smart grid. They realize a multilevel users’ electricity 
consumption aggregation by combining Paillier’s additive homomorphic encryption and BLS 
signature techniques. In [9], Wang et al. present a scheme that based on Paillier’s 
homomorphic encryption, which can prevent the attacks of outside and inside adversaries. In 
Wang et al.’s scheme, the secure response of user’s billing is achieved by the forward secure 
session. Abdallah and Shen [13] provide a protocol that messages authenticity and integrity 
are ensured by exploiting lightweight lattice-based homomorphic cryptosystem. 
Homomorphic and data aggregation schemes are also widely used in other fields. In [23], 
Cheng et al. present an improved scheme after analyzing the security of the homomorphic 
signature scheme of network coding, which can effectively deal with the proposed attack. Liu 
et al. [24] propose a privacy-preserving health data aggregation scheme based on differential 
privacy, which not only resists against various attacks, but also achieves the robustness. 

Since signature techniques can ensure the authenticity and integrity of user data, they are 
usually used in many aggregation schemes. Aitzhan and Svetinovic [10] propose a secure 
protocol to solve the problem of providing transaction security in decentralized smart grid. 
They use multi-signatures to improve the privacy and security of the scheme. In [11], Fan et al. 
present a scheme with offline trusted third party (TTP), which can prevent internal attackers. 
They provide the secure and efficient batch verification for signature, which greatly improves 
the efficiency of the system. Forward secrecy can guarantee that the private key and message 
of the previous period are confidential. Bellare and Miner [21] describe a digital signature 
scheme of forward secrecy that the signing key is updated at regular intervals. Therefore, in 
their scheme, the adversary cannot forge the previous signature even if he compromises the 
current secret key. In [17], Libert et al. present the method to construct forward secrecy 
scheme in untrusted update environments. Li et al. [7] propose an EPPDR scheme with 
adaptive key evolution that adopts key evolution mechanism of round to update the users’ 
private keys. Their schemes can realize the forward secrecy of users’ session keys. Lin et al. 
[18] provide a forward-backward secure signature scheme based on Abdalla and Reyzin’s 
forward secure signature scheme, which can both realize the forward security and backward 
security for digital signatures. 

In this paper, we adopt homomorphic encryption and forward-backward secure signature 
technology to ensure the security of the smart grid communications.  

 

3. Model and Design Goals 
In this section, we formalize the system model, security model, and design goal. 
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3.1 System Model 
In this paper, we present a system model of the smart grid with a two-level GW topology, as 
shown in Fig. 2, which includes control center (CC), district gateway (DGW), residential area 
gateway (RAGW), and home area networks (HANs). This system model is in line with the 
administrative division of the practical smart grid. For simplicity, we assume that the CC 
manages l districts (i.e., the CC covers l DGWs), and the GW of each district corresponds to 

lDGW,...,DGW,DGW 21 . There are m residential areas in each district (i.e., each DGW covers 
m RAGWs), and the GW of each residential area corresponds to 

mRAGW,...,RAGW,RAGW 21 . There are n Users (i.e., lU,...,U,U 21 ) in each residential area 
(i.e., each RAGW covers n HANs). Each HAN is equipped with a smart meter (SM) to achieve 
automatic two-way communication between HAN users and CC. For the sake of simplicity, 
we denote the i-th district GW as iDGW , the j-th residential area GW in district i as ijRAGW , 

and the k-th user in the j-th residential area in district i as ijkU , respectively, where 1,2, , ,i l= ⋅⋅ ⋅
1,2, , ,j m= ⋅⋅ ⋅ 1,2, ,k n= ⋅⋅ ⋅ . 

The system communication model is described as follows: HANs communicates with the 
RAGW via WiFi. RAGWs connect to DGW with the wired. Usually, communication between 
DGWs and CC is through the links with high bandwidth and low delay.  

 
Fig. 2. System model of smart grid with a two-level GW topology. 

                                                

3.2 Security Model 
We consider CC is fully trusted in our security model, and it will not be compromised by the 
adversaries. Our security model will meet the following security requirements: 

1) Confidentiality of electricity consumption. In the proposed scheme, an adversary 
cannot decrypt the user electricity information even if it intrudes into the database of RAGWs, 
DGWs or steals the communication flows. In other words, the message is transmitted between 
the entities or stored in the entities, the user’s privacy will not be leaked. Thus, the user’s 
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electricity consumption can meet the privacy-preserving requirement. 
2) Forward-backward secrecy of signing key. Even if adversary obtains the current 

time period’s signing key, it cannot decrypt any prior time period’s messages and forged the 
posterior time period’s message signatures. In other words, if adversary compromises a user, 
it can neither obtain user previous electricity consumption nor forge future electricity 
information of user. Therefore, the forward-backward secrecy of signing key can be realized. 

3) Authentication and Unforgeability of message signature. To protect the scheme 
against the impersonation attacks, the receiver should verify the legitimacy of the received 
data, which prevents pseudo legitimate entities from transmitting forged messages or 
modifying data. Therefore, in our scheme, the message signature of the DGWs and users 
should be authenticated by the CC and RAGWs, and the message signature of RAGWs should 
be authenticated by the DGWs. In addition, the message signature can not be forged by 
adversary. 

 

3.3 Design Goal 

Based on the aforementioned system models, we design the scheme that has 
the following two desirable objectives. 

1) The proposed scheme should meet the security, i.e., using the forward-backward secrecy 
of signing keys technology to improve system security. 

2) Since the electricity regulation of CC may face a different range, the proposed scheme 
should meet the practical requirements that the CC can flexibly and effectively control the 
electricity consumption, i.e., the RAGW achieves fine-grained users’ electricity consumption 
aggregation, the DGW achieves coarse-grained users’ electricity consumption aggregation. 

4. Preliminaries 
We briefly review the Paillier cryptosystem [6], one-way hash chain [19] and FSBD signature 
[18] in this section. The proposed scheme will be based on them.  
 

4.1 Paillier Cryptosystem 
The Paillier cryptosystem is classic homomorphic encryption proposed by Paillier in 1999 [6]. 
It consists of three algorithms as following: 

1) Key generation: Calculate N p q= ⋅ and ( 1, 1)lcm p ql = − − , where p , q are two large 
prime numbers, and p q κ= = , where κ is a security parameter. Define the function 

( ) ( 1) /L u u N= − , choose generator 2
*
N

g∈ , and compute 2 1( ( mod )) modL g N Nlm −= . The 
public key is ( , )pk N g= , and the corresponding private key is ( , )sk l m= .  

2) Encryption: Given plaintext NM ∈ , choose a random number *
Nr∈ , and calculate 

ciphertext 2( ) modM NC E M g r N= = ⋅ . 
3) Decryption: Given ciphertext 2

*
N

C∈ , the corresponding plaintext can be recovered by 

computing 
2mod( ) ( ) modNM D C L C Nl m= = ⋅ . 
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4.2 One-Way Hash Chain 
The one-way hash chain technique has been widely used in many practical cryptographic [19]. 
The one-way hash chain is defined as follows: 

Definition 1: Let ( )h ⋅ be a collision-resistant one-way hash function, calculate 
1 2( ) ( ( ( ))) ( ( ( ))) ( ...( ( ))...)T T T

T

h h h h h h h h h h− −⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅
((

and 0 ( )h ⋅ = ⋅ , where ( )Th ⋅ denotes one-way 

hash chain, and T is the total number of time periods. 

4.3 FSBD Signature 
FSBD signature is proposed in [18], which includes five algorithms as follows: 

Algorithm 1. KeyGen( ) 
Input: Security parameter κ  
Output: 
1. Let N p q= ⋅ , 32kQ −≥ ,and collision-resistant hash function *:{0,1} {0,1}LH → , where 

L denotes the length of hash values 
2. Choose 0s Q∈ , compute

( 1)2
01 / (mod )

L T

u s N
+

= , where T denotes the total number of periods 
3. Pick *

Nx∈ , compute 0 ( )Tv h x=  
4. Return ( 0s , x ) and ( u , 0v , H ) 
Algorithm 2. Sign( ) 
Input: Theτ -th message Mτ , private key sτ and ( u , 0v , H )  
Output: 
1. Pick Nrτ ∈ , compute the ( 1)τ + -th hash chain number ( 1)

1 ( )Tv h xτ
τ

− +
+ = , 0( , , , )a H v y Mτ τ ττ=    

and ( ) (mod )az r s Nτ
τ τ τ= ⋅ , where 

( 1 )2 (mod )
L T

y r N
τ

τ τ

+ −

=  
2. Compute 1, , , ,v a z Mτ τ τ τ τσ τ +=< >  
3. Return τσ  
Algorithm 3. Verify( ) 
Input: The signature for periodτ τσ  
Output: 
1. Compute

( 1 )2' (mod )
L T ay z u N

τ
τ

τ τ

+ −

= and 0' ( , , ' , )a H v y Mτ τ ττ=  

2. Check
?

'a aτ τ=  
3. Return 1 if the equation in Step 2 holds or 0 otherwise 
Algorithm 4. BackDet( ) 
Input: The ( 1)τ + -th hash chain number ( 1)

1 ( )Tv h xτ
τ

− +
+ =  

Output: 
1. Compute 1

0 1' ( )v h vτ
τ

+
+= , where 1 1 ( 1)

1 0( ) ( ( )) 'Th v h h x vτ τ τ
τ

+ + − +
+ = =  

2. Check
?

0 0( ) 'Th x v v≡ =  
3. Return 1 if the equation in Step 2 holds or 0 otherwise 
Algorithm 5. KeyUpdate( ) 
Input: Theτ -th period signing key sτ  
Output: 
1. Compute 2

1 (mod )
L

s s Nτ τ+ =  
2. Return 1sτ +  
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Definition 2: (The Blum Factorization Problem) Let N is the product of two large primes p 
and q with the same length 3(mod 4)p q≡ ≡ , find p or q. 

5. Proposed Concrete Scheme 
We propose the concrete scheme in this section. The proposed scheme consists of five phases: 
system initialization, user electricity report generation, privacy-preserving electricity report 
aggregation, user electricity report reading, and key evolution. For convenience, we list the 
main notations in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Notation used in the proposed scheme 
Notation Description 

DGWi  The i-th district GW ( 1,2, , )i l= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
RAGWij  The  j-th residential area GW in district i ( 1,2, , )j m= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  

Uijk  The  k-th user in the  j-th residential area in district i ( 1,2, , )k n= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
L The length of hash values 
T The total number of periods 
( )Th x  The one-way hash chain 

,ijk wd  User U 'ijk s electricity consumption in the w -th period 

,ijk wsk  User U 'ijk s private key in the w -th period 

,ij wsk  RAGW 'ij s private key in the w -th period 

,i wsk  DGW 'i s private key in the w -th period 

,ijk wC  The w -th period encrypted user report 

,ij wC  The w -th period aggregated and encrypted user report 

,i wC  The encrypted user report of the second times aggregation in period w 

,ijk wσ  The w -th period user report’s signature 

,ij wσ  The w -th period user fine-grained aggregated report’s signature 

,i wσ  The w -th period user coarse-grained aggregated report’s signature 
 

5.1 System Initialization 

1) System parameter generation: We assume the CC will bootstrap the whole system. 
Concretely, given the security parameterκ , CC first chooses two large prime numbers p , q  
and calculates the Paillier cryptosystem’s public key ( ,N p q g= ⋅ ), and the corresponding 
private key ( ,l m ), where 3(mod 4)p q≡ ≡  and p q κ= = , 2

*
N

g∈ . Given the set of 

non-zero quadratic residues modulo N Q, where 32Q κ −≥ . Then CC also chooses a 

collision-resistant hash function *:{0,1} {0,1}LH → .  
2) System entity registration: In the DGWi  registration phase, it first chooses a random 

number isk Q∈  as the private key, and computes the corresponding public key 
(T 1)21 /

L

i iu sk
+

= . 
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Then DGWi  picks a random number *
i Nx ∈  and computes ,0 ( )T

i iv h x= . When 
RAGW DGWij i∈  registers itself into the system, RAGWij chooses a random number ijsk Q∈  

as its private key, and computes the corresponding public key 
(T 1)21 /

L

ij iju sk
+

= . RAGWij  also 

chooses a random number *
ij Nx ∈  and computes ,0 ( )T

ij ijv h x= . Similarly, when 

U RAGWijk ij∈  registers itself into the system, Uijk chooses a random number ijksk Q∈  as its 

private key, and computes the corresponding public key 
(T 1)21 /

L

ijk ijku sk
+

= . Uijk  also chooses a 

random number *
ijk Nx ∈  and computes ,0 ( )T

ijk ijkv h x= . Finally, CC publishes the system 
parameters as{ , , , }N g H Q , and keeps{ , }l m . 

 

5.2 User electricity report generation 

Each HAN user Uijk uses SM to collect his electricity consumption ,ijk wd in the w -th period, 
and performs the following steps, as shown in Fig. 3: 
 

 
Fig. 3. The steps of user’s signature electricity report generation. 

 

5.3 Privacy-preserving electricity report aggregation 

1) RAGW privacy-preserving electricity report aggregation: After receiving total n encrypted 
electricity reports , ,||ijk w ijk wC σ , RAGWij  first checks signature ,ijk wσ to verify its validity. 

RAGWij  computes ,'ijk wy as 
( 1 )

,2
, ,'

L T w
ijk wa

ijk w ijk w ijky z u
+ −

=  and computes ,'ijk wa as 

, ,0 , ,' ( , , ' , )ijk w ijk ijk w ijk wa H w v y C= . The signature is valid if , ,'ijk w ijk wa a= . The correctness of the 
signature verification will be demonstrated as follow:
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After the validity checking, RAGWij  computes ,0'ijv  as 1

,0 , 1' ( )w
ij ij wv h v+

+= , where 

1 1 ( 1)
, 1 ,0( ) ( ( )) 'w w T w

ij w ij ijh v h h x v+ + − +
+ = = , then it check that 

?

,0 ,0(x ) 'T
ij ij ijh v v≡ = . Finally, RAGWij  

can obtain fine-grained aggregated ciphertext by performing the following steps, as shown in 
Fig. 4: 

 

 
Fig. 4. The steps of RAGWij obtaining fine-grained aggregated ciphertext. 

 
2) DGW privacy-preserving electricity report aggregation: After receiving total m 

fine-grained encrypted electricity reports , ,||ij w ij wC σ , DGWi  first checks signature ,ij wσ to 

verify its validity. DGWi  computes ,'ij wy as 
( 1 )

,2
, ,'

L T w
ij wa

ij w ij w ijy z u
+ −

= and computes ,'ij wa as 

, ,0 , ,' ( , , ' , )ij w ij ij w ij wa H w v y C= . The signature is valid if , ,'ij w ij wa a= . The method of the signature 
verification’s correctness is similar to the method mentioned in Section 5.3 -1). 

After the validity checking, DGWi  computes ,0'iv as 1
,0 , 1' ( )w

i i wv h v+
+= , where 

1 1 ( 1)
, 1 ,0( ) ( ( )) 'w w T w

i w i ih v h h x v+ + − +
+ = = , then it check that 

?

,0 ,0(x ) 'T
i i ih v v≡ = . Finally, DGWi  can 

obtain coarse-grained aggregated ciphertext by performing the following steps, as shown in 
Fig. 5: 
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Fig. 5. The steps of DGWi obtaining coarse-grained aggregated ciphertext. 

 

5.4 User electricity report reading 

Upon receiving total l coarse-grained encrypted electricity usage data , ,||i w i wC σ , the CC first 

checks signature ,i wσ to verify its validity. CC computes ,'i wy as 
( 1 )

,2
, ,' (mod )

L T w
i wa

i w i w iy z u N
+ −

=  and 
computes ,'i wa as , ,0 , ,' ( , , ' , )i w i i w i wa H w v y C= . The signature is valid if , ,'i w i wa a= . The method 
of the signature verification’s correctness is similar to the method mentioned in Section 5.3 
-1). 

After the validity checking, CC performs the following steps to read the aggregated 
electricity usage data wC , where wC  is implicitly formed by 
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Let ,1 1 1
( ( ))l m n

ijk wi j k
M d

= = =
=∑ ∑ ∑  and 

1 1 1

( ( ))
l m n

i j k

R r
= = =

=∏ ∏ ∏ , then 2modM N
wC g R N= ⋅  is a 

ciphertext form of Paillier Cryptosystem, and so CC can use the private key ( , )l m  to recover 

M as ,1 1 1
( ( ))l m n

ijk wi j k
M d

= = =
=∑ ∑ ∑ . 

 

5.5 Key Evolution 

For the entities in the system (i.e., the Uijk , RAGWij  and DGWi ), their private keys are only 
valid until the specified expiry date w. After w, if the new private keys are generated, the 
private keys before expiration date w will be automatically revoked. Via key-updating 
mechanism, the entities updating the w -th period private key ws  into 2

1 (mod )
L

w ws s N+ = . After 
that, the entities in the system delete the previous private keys. Even if an adversary
compromises the Uijk , RAGWij  or DGWi , it cannot obtain any previous private keys. 
Therefore, the forward secrecy of private keys (i.e., signing keys) is achieved. 

6. Security Analysis 
In this section, we will make the security analysis for proposed scheme based on the security 
requirements discussed in Section 3.2. 
 

6.1 The confidentiality of user’s electricity consumption 

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme can ensure the confidentiality of user’s electricity 
consumption. 

Proof. In our scheme, the user’s electricity consumption is encrypted as a Paillier 
homomorphic cipthertext. Since Paillier cryptosystem is semantic secure against the chosen 
plaintext attack (CPA) [6], the user’s electricity consumption is semantic secure and 
confidential. Thus, even if adversary obtains the ciphertext, he still cannot recognize the 
corresponding electricity consumption. In proposed scheme, DGW and RAGW only perform 
the work of aggregating and relaying data, they cannot decrypt the electricity consumption. 
Therefore, adversary  will not get the electricity consumption, even though he compromises 
the database of DGW or RAGW. In addition, if adversary intrudes the CC’s database and 
obtains the private key to recover the aggregated electricity consumption

,1 1 1
( ( ))l m n

ijk wi j k
d

= = =∑ ∑ ∑ . However, since ,1 1 1
( ( ))l m n

ijk wi j k
d

= = =∑ ∑ ∑  and ,1

n
ijk wk

d
=∑ are 

aggregated results,  cannot obtain the each user’s electricity consumption yet. Therefore, 
the proposed scheme can protect user’s electricity consumption privacy. 

 

6.2 Forward-backward secrecy of signing key 

In our scheme, the achievement of communication confidentiality between the entities is based 
on the signing keys forward-backward secrecy.  
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Theorem 2. The proposed scheme can ensure the forward secrecy of signing key. 
Proof. Forward secrecy indicates that even if the adversary obtains the current time 

period’s signing key, he cannot decrypt the previous messages. In other words, the current 
time period’s signing key is only used to sign the message of this time period, i.e., if the w -th 
time period secret key is exposed, adversary cannot decrypt the previous messages with this 

secret key. The reason is that the computation of 1ws −  from 2
1 (mod )

L

ws N−  is irreversible, 
which is equivalent to factor N. Accordingly, the proposed scheme realizes the forward 
secrecy of signing key.  

On the other hand, backward secrecy means that even if the adversary obtains the current 
time period’s signing key, he cannot forge the future signing key. In message signature phase, 
each entity computes the hash chain number 1wv + . If adversary has forged a valid message 
signature 1( , , , )w w ww v a z+ , he has to provide the ( 1)w + -th hash value 1wv + for calculation of

1
0 1' ( )w

wv h v+
+= , whilst the receiver has to check 0' ( , ' , ' , )j w wa H w v y M= . However, since the 

computation of 1wv +  from 0v  is irreversible, the adversary cannot obtain the correct hash 
chain number 1wv + to computer valid 0'v .  

Theorem 3. The proposed scheme can ensure the backward secrecy of signing key. 
Proof. We suppose that there exists an adversary with non-negligible probability. He can 

compromise the future secret key (i.e., signing key). Without losing generality, assuming that 
adversary can obtain all the secret parameter 2 1 1 1(1, , , ),..., ( , , , )w w wv a z w v a z+ before the w-th 
time period, and he can forge a valid signature ' 1 ' ' '( ', , , , )w w w ww v a z M+ for the w-th time period, 
where 'w w< . This signifies that the adversary has to gain the hash value ( ' 1)

' 1 ( )T w
wv h x− +
+ =  

from ( 1)
1 ( )T w

wv h x− +
+ =  without the x value. However, we can gain the hash values 

2 3 ', ,...,w w w wv v v+ + − with the same probabilityε . Apparently, this contradicts the definition of 
collision-resistant one-way hash function [18]. As much, the proposed scheme can ensure the 
backward secrecy of signing key. 

As such, the forward-backward secrecy of signing key can be realized in our scheme.  

6.3 Authentication and unforgeability of message signature 

Theorem 4. The proposed scheme can achieve the authentication and the unforgeability of 
message signature. 

Proof. In our scheme, each entity uses its private key to generate a signature for the message 
before sending a message. When receiving a message packet, the receiver uses the 
corresponding verification key to verify the message packet. As mentioned in Section 6.2, the 
signing key meets forward-backward secrecy, which ensures that the adversary cannot 
forge the message signature in any time, and each entity cannot repudiate the authenticity of 
the past signature. Therefore, the authentication and unforgeability of message signature are 
guaranteed in our scheme. 
 

7. Comparative analysis and performance evaluation 
 
In this section, we first compare our scheme with schemes [7-8] in terms of main 
characteristics. Then we evaluate the performance of our scheme in terms of the computational 
cost and communication overhead. 
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7.1 Comparative analysis 

Shen et al. [8] achieve a multilevel users’ electricity consumption aggregation by adopting 
homomorphic Paillier cryptosystem and signature technique. In our scheme and scheme [8], 
the system models are all two-level gateway topology for smart grid, which the CC be able to 
monitor smart grid much better by obtaining different region fine-grained data aggregation 
results. However, scheme [8] exists a risk that the adversary could forge the signature with 
leaked signing key. Since the private key of each entitiy in scheme [8] is always the same at 
any time, using the private key, the adversary may modify the signature message for any prior 
time period and forge the future valid message signature. Therefore, scheme [8] can better 
achieve the flexibility of electricity regulation, but it cannot provide the forward-backward 
secrecy of signing key. 

In scheme [7], Li et al. propose the scheme that realizes secure and efficient electricity 
demand aggregation based on the homomorphic encryption and key evolution techniques. 
They adopt key evolution techniques to realize forward secrecy of users’ session keys. 
However, they did not consider whether the keys leakage will affect the future security of 
system. 

Compared with the schemes [7-8], our scheme can better achieve both the flexibility of 
electricity regulation, and provide the forward-backward secrecy of signing key. We present 
the main characteristic comparison of the abovementioned three schemes in Table 2. 

 

7.2 Computational costs 

We evaluate the computational cost performance of each entity in the system (i.e., User, 
RAGW, DGW and CC). In this paper, the experiments are conducted on a computer of 3-GHz 
Pentium IV processor with 512 MB memory. The cryptography operation time is obtained 
according to the MIRACL [27] and PBC [28] libraries. Compared with other operations, the 
multiplication in 2

*
N

 is negligible. In our scheme, User Uijk performs 3 exponentiation 

operations in 2
*
N

 to generate ,ijk wC as , 2
, modijk wd N

ijk wC g r N= ⋅ , and performs 1 exponentiation 

operations in 2
*
N

 for , , 1 , , ,, , , ,ijk w ijk w ijk w ijk w ijk ww v a z Cσ +=< > . In privacy-preserving report 

aggregation phase, RAGWij  performs (2n+1) exponentiation operations in 2
*
N

 , and DGWi  

performs (2m+1) exponentiation operations in 2
*
N

 . The CC performs 2 exponentiation 

operations in 2
*
N

 in user report reading phase.  The computational costs of schemes [7-8] and 
our scheme are compared in Table 3 .  
 

Table 2. Comparison of main characteristics 
Characteristics Scheme [7] Scheme [8] Our scheme 

Multi-area Yes Yes Yes 
Two-level GW No Yes Yes 

Two-level aggregation No Yes Yes 
Data confidentiality Yes Yes Yes 

Non-repudiation Yes Yes Yes 
Key evolution Yes No Yes 

Forward secrecy Yes No Yes 
Backward secrecy No No Yes 

Electricity control flexibility Inflexible Flexible Flexible 
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Table 3. Comparison of computational costs 
Entity Scheme [7] Scheme [8] Our scheme 

User/User/User 2 eT +2 mT  2 eT + mT  3 eT  

BG/RAGW/RAGW 3n pT +2 mT  (n+2) pT + mT  (2n+1) eT  

-/DGW/DGW - (m+2) pT + mT  (2m+1) eT  

CC/CC/CC 3m pT  2 pT  2 eT  
-: No entity 
m: The number of residential area 
n: The number of users in a residential area 

eT : The computational cost of an exponentiation operation in 2
*
N

  

mT : The computational cost of a multiplication operation in 11  

pT : The computational cost of a pairing operation 
 

The comparisons of the computational costs of each user and CC are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, 
respectively. From Figs. 6 and 7, it can be seen that the efficiency of our scheme for reducing 
the computational complexity of the CC is higher than that of scheme [7]. The computational 
cost of each user is almost same to that of scheme [8]. Since the system model of our scheme is 
same as that of scheme [8], we compare the computational cost of the DGW between our 
scheme and scheme [8]. Fig. 8 shows the computational cost of DGW in scheme [8] and Fig. 9 
shows the computational cost of DGW in our scheme. Obviously, the computational cost of 
DGW in our scheme is lower than that of DGW in scheme [8]. 

The above analysis indicates that our scheme is more efficient in reducing computational 
cost than schemes [7-8]. 
 

   
Fig. 6. Computational cost of each user.             Fig. 7. Computational cost of CC. 

 

7.3 Communication overhead 

The communication overhead between the entities in system is described as follows: 
1) Communication overhead between HANs and RAGW. In user electricity report 

generation phase, HAN user Uijk sends encrypted electricity report , ,||ijk w ijk wC σ  to the RAGWij

in the RA. Since the electricity consumption is encrypted by Paillier cryptosystem, as shown in 
eqation , 2

, modijk wd N
ijk wC g r N= ⋅ , the length ,ijk wC is 2048 bits (If  
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Fig. 8. Computational cost of DGW in           Fig. 9. Computational cost of DGW in our 
            scheme [8].                                                      scheme. 

 
choose | | 1024N = ). Let 1| | 160=1 bits, the length of signature is 160 bits. The communication 
overhead between HANs and RAGW is 2208 l m n∗ ∗ ∗ , where l, m, n denotes the number of 
DGW, RAGW, and HAN users, respectively. 

2) Communication overhead between RAGW and DGW. After completing the signature, 
RAGWj  sends the fine-grained encrypted electricity report , ,||ij w ij wC σ to the DGWi  in the 
district. So the communication overhead between RAGW and DGW is 2208 l m∗ ∗ . 

3) Communication overhead between DGW and CC. After completing the signature, 
DGWi  sends the coarse-grained encrypted electricity report , ,||i w i wC σ to CC. So the 
communication overhead between RAGW and DGW is 2208 l∗ . 

The compare of communication overheads is shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Comparison of communication overheads 
 Scheme [8] Our scheme 

User to RAGW 2308 l m n∗ ∗ ∗  2208 l m n∗ ∗ ∗  
RAGW to DGW 2308 l m∗ ∗  2208 l m∗ ∗  

DGW to CC 2308 l∗  2208 l∗  
 
From Table 4, it is easy to see that our scheme greatly reduces the communication overhead 

of between the entities compared to the related scheme. 
 

 
8. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we propose a secure and fine-grained electricity consumption aggregation 
scheme. It realizes efficient and secure electricity consumption aggregation with the Paillier 
homomorphic encryption technology in the system model of two-level gateway topology. 
Since the proposed scheme can aggregate multiple users’ electricity consumption from 
multiple residential areas with different granularities, the CC can achieve flexibly and 
effectively electricity regulation to the users of different residential areas. Security analysis 
demonstrates that the proposed scheme can realize privacy-preservation of users’ sensitive 
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information and forward-backward secrecy of user’s electricity consumption signature. 
Compare with other related schemes, our scheme is more secure and efficient. In the future 
work, we will consider the scheme’s fault tolerance, and how to further reduce the 
computational cost and communication overhead of the scheme. 
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